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About This Game

Escape from Tethys is difficult action adventure metroidvania game set on the remote planet of Tethys. You are a scientist
responsible for developing new weapons tech, when things go awry.

Explore the mysterious, dark world of Tethys.

Confront and defeat the strongest creatures of the planet.

Find and unlock 20+ unique upgrades scattered across five different biomes.

Use new weapons and abilities to fight your way to the planet's surface....and escape!
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Alone. Cold. Scared. Pursued. Only the strongest and smartest will make it out alive.
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This game is great fun! It is surprisingly well polished too.. Awesome fun game for \u00a31.99, me and my housemate who both
have vives had a good laugh with this!. This Vive game is about exorcising ghosts inside of a haunted house after they've
possessed your furniture and decor. I found it simple to get the hang of from the very start. It's a fun family-oriented game. I
like the idea of having to search for the ghosts with your abilities and invoking them to come out from hiding. It's well worth the
asking price of $4.99.. This was an impulse\/curiosity purchase and ends up being a game I play most often...and I have a lot of
games! It's fun, it is challenging, but not to the point of discouraging or losing enjoyment, and it has the feel of new-and-
different on every playthrough. Levels are also varied and add to the freshness of each play. There is a load of variety in
weaponry and special abilities, more special weapons and abilities you can work toward, and there is a rougue-like feel
throughout. If you are thinking about getting this, it's a safe bet you'll have fun with it, and can either play for a short term or
long. I've put a good amount of time into this game...I suppose I like having fun, then! All in all a very pleasant surprise.. The
premise of this game is the most forced romance plot I've ever seen. Ever.

The translation is atrocious, there are rampant errors in the script, there's very little use of visuals to aid the writing, there are no
choices to be made, and the music is primitive.

The fact that the game is glitched and sticks you in an infinite loop where you can't advance is actually a blessing. Even though
this is an indie game created on a small budget, it's still inexcusably bad.. This is the sequel to Samanth Swift and the Hidden
Roses of Athena, and it follows exactly the same formula: you visit different countries searching for separate components to a
myserious object that will save the day. Each place you visit involves a number of hidden object scenes, finding things that are
lying around, and using tools in mostly obvious (and sometimes extremely unlikely) places. Occasionally there's a mild puzzle to
solve, such as solitaire, match 3, jigsaw puzzles etc. It's all very easy, the cartoony style makes the objects stand out quite
clearly, although in each scene there's usually one or two objects that are hidden a little better than the others. However, the
game really falls over itself to give you hints, clues and not-so-gentle nudges, so you're unlikely to get stuck for more than half a
minute. Hover a tool anywhere in the general vicinity of where you have to click, and a shower of sparkles erupts from your
cursor. No doubt there, then! There are an abudance of hints that basically show you exactly what to do, by the end of the game
we'd amassed nearly 40 of them and didn't use one. I mean, it's all good, clean fun and best enjoyed as a group, but it was easier
than the first game. It really needs a "hard mode" where you can turn all that stuff off. Still, a good time was had by all, and I'd
recommend it if you like this kind of thing. Just don't expect much of a challenge.
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40 hours in, not bored yet. Great modding community too.. Another DLC where half the features that are listed here are not
even part of the DLC.

Paradox DLC policy is 10\/10 compared to this.. It feels like a lot like the first levels of Serious Sam 3, and those levels are
what I define as "the not good Serious Sam". That's when it's not doing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like holding all
the good weapons back and playing 'only with a pistol' for almost the first third of this game. This would have been better if it
were an incredibly fast version of The First Encounter, but once again, it overpromises and underdelivers, like most DLC does
nowadays.. dont waste your time. I always felt like Borderlands was overrated, and it was mostly held up by the post-apocalyptic
wasteland buzz that Fallout 3 generated at the time. It can be fun with friends, but you're better off playing Borderlands 2 with
friends.. Expectedly weak compared to the sequels, but still a very good intro to the Borderlands franchise and to looter shooters
in general.. First 20 levels : Lots of interesting tools and tactics as I walk through how to play. Nothing is out of reach.

Second 20 levels : Getting harder. I have to replay multiple times and review hints. It all starts to seem forced, like it's
exclusively a puzzle game instead of changing a planet for humanity.

Level 47 - first of the 4th year of university. Full stop. No matter what I do, I can't solve the level, to say nothing of attaining the
"gold star" that they introduce. Next level is no better. So, I'm stuck, and done.

I'd call this more of a hard core puzzle game. I play very few of these types, and this one lost me before the "real game" even
began.. Cant even play the game, requires you to log into the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EA stuff now and even
at that the servers are trash and give errors so I cant register my game
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